This paper examines the relationship between the gastric illness, 'busman's stomach' and the Coronation bus strike of May 1937 in which 27,000 London busworkers walked out for better working conditions and a seven-and-half-hour day. It explores the way in which new patterns of somatisation, gastroenterological techniques, psychological theories and competing understandings of time worked together to create new political institutions and new forms of political action in inter-war Britain.
File Movement. 5 despite recent efforts by historians to downplay the idea of conflict between union leaders and the rank and file in British labour history, in the busmen's case, that opposition has been acknowledged by both sides. 6 The pessimism of these analyses is perhaps compounded by the failure of left-wing commentators to recognise the crucial mediating role of busman's stomach in this dispute. The illness was central to the union's case and, as I want to make clear, part of the radicalism of the busmen's claim lay in their ability to turn a dispute over working practices into a clinical debate over the aetiology of a disease. Although the strike may have failed to realise its initial aims and, indeed, did lead to the fracturing of the busmen's rank and file, it also encouraged a more radical transformation. It inaugurated a shift in the conduct of labour relations: away from competing claims based upon ideas of custom, rights and duty to a new kind of dispute conducted through reference to theories of psychophysiology and endocrinology. It can be seen as a movement from a politics based upon 'moral economy'-a politics in which, as E. P. Thompson argued, workers' rights were established through reference to custom and historical memory-to what we can call a 'psychological economy' in which theories of the body and its physical and psychological capacities play a crucial role in mediating and articulating the worker's demands. 7 The emergence of this new rhetoric can be traced back to the early twentieth century, when continental writers drew upon new laboratory studies of fatigue to argue for a 'physiological limit' to the working day. 8 By the early 1930s, this physiological argument had been supplemented by a more holistic approach that emphasised the effects of labour on the worker's body and personality. The appearance of this new kind of political contestation was not a straightforward achievement. It rested upon a heterogeneous collection of innovations ranging from new procedures in insurance administration and epidemiological investigation through to the development of novel clinical techniques, diagnostic technologies and new patterns of somatisation. More specifically, it was sustained by the production of alternative models of temporality. As we shall see, the busmen's case, and the idea of the psychological economy that it was founded on rested upon the juxtaposition of different forms of time: the lived time of the body; the pressured time of modernity; and the evolutionary time of prehistoric environment. It was the radical disjuncture between these forms of time that made the new politics possible.
Modernity and the making of magical objects
Modernity has attracted detailed attention from historians. 9 They tend to depict it as a corrosive force. drawing upon a mixture of Marx and Weber, historians claim that processes of state rationalisation and the increasing pace of production and consumption work together to bring about the breakdown of traditional values and institutions. Marx and Engels's poetic description of a condition of relentless instability in which 'all fixed fast frozen relations . . . are swept away and new ones become antiquated before they can ossify' has served as the basis for a broad range of analyses that describe the gradual disenchantment of the world and the sublimation of custom and convention-the foundations of Thompson's moral economy-into the 'iron cage' of bureaucratic rationality. 10 As Weber explained, in place of a commonwealth of values rooted in 'a religious ethic of brotherliness' , there emerged new schemes in which every aspect of life was opened up to the promise of instrumental calculation. Turning to the modern experience of public transport, Weber argued that it was this promise of instrumental calculation that brought about the disenchantment of the world.
does it mean that we, today, for instance, everyone sitting in this hall, have a greater knowledge of the conditions of life under which we exist than has an American Indian or a Hottentot? Hardly. Unless he is a physicist, one who rides on the streetcar has no idea how the car happened to get into motion. And he does not need to know. He is satisfied that he may 'count' on the behavior of the streetcar, and he orients his conduct according to this expectation; but he knows nothing about what it takes to produce such a car so that it can move. The savage knows incomparably more about his tools …. The increasing intellectualization and rationalization do not, therefore, indicate an increased and general knowledge of the conditions under which one lives.
It means something else, namely, the knowledge or belief that if one but wished, one could learn it at any time. Hence, it means that principally there are no mysterious incalculable forces that come into play, but rather that one can, in principle, master all things by calculation. This means that the world is disenchanted. one need no longer have recourse to magical means in order to master or implore the spirits, as did the savage, for whom such mysterious powers existed. Technical means and calculations perform the service. 11 yet, this process of disenchantment could never be completed. As Marx noted as early as 1856, 'In our days, everything seems pregnant with its contrary' . 12 Just at that moment when capitalist modernity was banishing magic from the world, it was also bringing forth new kinds of monstrous forces that animated dead materials and bewitched living beings. Part of this process, the fetishisation of commodities and the creation of an enchanted world of consumer goods, has attracted detailed attention from historians inspired by the writings of Walter Benjamin. And this analysis has been extended beyond the world of consumption in the work of Michael Saler, Alex owen and Jane Bennett, who depict modernity as a form of re-enchantment that imbues the world with new values, unleashes alternative temporalities and creates new spaces for the imagination. 13 This essay extends their claim. However, whereas Saler and others have largely explored this process through an examination of literary experiments and stage magic, I argue that the work of re-enchantment is driven by much more prosaic processes.
As recent work in the sociology of science has shown, new objects (such as revolutionary movements and gastric illnesses) emerge in our world through an ongoing traffic between nature and culture. our representations of nature take on a life of their own as they link up with new materials: stockholder certificates, membership lists or barium meals. Modernity, as Bruno Latour has argued, is populated with hybrid creatures produced through an ongoing traffic across a network of elements.
14 As such networks grow, as a truth claim moves from being a simple assertion of correspondence between an individual's words to and the world, to involve reference to a wider web of supporting phenomena (such as footnotes, lobby groups and sickness returns), such claims take on an increasing objectivity. The labour and assertion that lie behind such claims is obscured (or 'blackboxed' to use Latour's phrase) behind the overgrowth of linked objects and interests that now surround them. The forces of bureaucratic rationalisation did not simply disenchant the world as Weber had insisted; rather, as the story of busman's stomach demonstrates, it was the compression of time and space and the avalanche of techniques and materials that accompanied this that allowed the disenchanted world to be repopulated with the magical and monstrous hybrids that Marx and Latour describe. 15 It was in the struggle over times and schedules that the Rank and File Movement (RFM) was born. At the end of July 1932, the London General omnibus Company, the largest of London's bus companies, announced that staff wages would be reduced and 800 jobs lost over the following month due to the decline in receipts during the recession. 16 In response to this threat, Bevin on behalf of the TGWU brokered a settlement in which the posts were saved and the pay reduction tempered, in return for his members accepting tighter schedules. The new schedules entailed a shift in the average driving speed from 9.3 to 14.3 miles per hour-a shift that necessitated a speed of around 30mph between stops. 17 The agreement was widely criticised on the shop floor. on 12 August, a meeting of delegates from the London garages, chaired by Bert Papworth, secretary of the Chelverton Branch, attacked the supine attitude of Bevin and the Central Bus Committee. 18 Eighteen days later, members picketed Transport House (the headquarters of the TGWU) and briefly occupied the building. Initially, Bevin blamed this militancy on Communist agitators and it was true that the party had been engaged in an ongoing attempt to wrest control of British trade unionism. 19 However, by 1933, it had only managed to recruit a dozen members among the busworkers. 20 The campaign instead was largely autonomous-coordinated through local garage committees and given voice through a cyclostyled news-sheet, Busman's Punch-which provided a forum for dissent against both employer and union. As Ken Fuller has noted, the movement was sustained in part by the workplace structure of the bus garages, in which large groups of men were able to congregate during downtime for encouragement and discussion, and in part by the complex hierarchy of representative committees within the Passenger Transport Section of the TGWU. 21 Garages elected their own branch secretaries, depot representatives and conference delegates, who in turn reported to area conferences, while an autonomous Central Bus Committee within the union coordinated demands. 22 Moreover, under the Anderton's Hotel Agreement, which had led to the incorporation of the busmen's union (the Union of Vehicle Workers) into the TGWU, the Central Bus Committee was granted its own full-time secretary and given direct access to the union executive. 23 Alongside the traditional union hierarchy, the RFM established a new network, with six delegates from each garage meeting monthly and in turn electing organising and editorial committees. 24 The RFM was chaired by Frank Snelling with Bernard Sharkey serving as his deputy and Bert Papworth as official organiser.
The movement exasperated the union. on 17 January 1933, a wild cat strike broke out in response to the posting of new, speeded up schedules at Forest Gate Bus Garage. Five hundred busmen walked out with 300 participating in a picket. 25 Within four days, another 26 garages had stopped work with another 13,000 drivers and conductors joining the strike. 26 Six months later at the biennial TGWU conference, Bevin resurrected his claim that the RFM was a front for the Communist Party of Great Britain. The movement's activists responded by taking five out of six seats on the Central Bus Committee and working towards the creation of the ToT-the Trains, omnibus and Tramworkers organisation which would allow for coordinated action across the transport industry. In the case of the busmen at least, the move towards speed and rationalisation did not break down communal values but instead led to the emergence of new radical institutions. 27 The London Passenger Transport Board, the second actor in this narrative, was also born of the movement towards rationalisation. The financial pressures that had been used to justify the 1932 'Speed Up' agreement also led to a period of centralisation and consolidation in the provision of metropolitan transport services. Labour MPs had long decried the levels of waste and duplication in metropolitan transport services: wastage caused by unfettered competition between private companies. 28 In June 1933, through the efforts of Herbert
Morrison, the London Passenger Transport Board was established. It amalgamated 5 underground railways, 17 tramways, 136 bus and coach undertakings and 4 subsidiary companies. 29 The new company was led by Lord Ashfield, the director of the London Underground Electric Railway and former President of the Board of Trade. 30 He was aided by his old deputy, Frank Pick, who became vice chairman. 31 Ashfield and Pick shared a faith in the possibility of planning and the promise of modernity. Both men imagined their commercial mission in cosmological and evolutionary terms. Shortly before his appointment to the LPTB, Pick gave a presentation to West Country designers warning that 'fluidity, plasticity [sic] are the sovereign virtues for survival' and that those 'races and genera' which failed to adapt were condemned to extinction. 32 Pick returned to this organicist theme in 1938 Studd Lecture on Administration and the Individual, arguing that all corporations 'must decay and eventually die' unless they can rejuvenate through constant reorganisation. 33 Pick rationalised his celebration of speed and organisation through reference to the work of the popular physicist, Arthur Eddington. 34 The problem of cosmic entropy could only be combated through commitment to relentless dynamism. It was a commitment that would require some sacrifice on the part of the workers. 35 As Pick explained to LPTB staff: 'The management of a great undertaking must be in continual warfare with an invisible enemy … the mischievous imps of waste' . yet, a 'trivial increase' in efficiency of just 3 per cent would, Pick thought, be enough to set the Board on the path to 'Utopian bliss' . 36 This ongoing contest between the Maxwellian demon of managerial efficiency and the 'imps of waste' was played out in the organisation's internal struggles over speed and temporality. It was in these struggles that busman's stomach first emerged.
Busman's stomach was a transient condition. 37 Cases were first highlighted at the trade union-funded Manor House Hospital in the late 1920s and by the early 1930s gastric disorder was widely understood to be a hazard of modern buswork. 38 Busmen interviewed for Hubert Llewelyn Smith's New Survey of London (1933 London ( -1934 attributed the new illness to their hurried and irregular consumption of picnic lunches, the sedentary work of driving, carbon monoxide fumes and the unending pressure experienced in their work. 39 This commonplace connection of the busman's plight to the problems of modernity drew upon a long-standing argument in British medicine that linked emotional strain to alimentary health. In the writings of eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century physicians such as George Cheyne and James Johnston, morbid digestion was associated with national epidemics of hypochondria and nervous debility: epidemics driven by the pursuit of luxury and the demands of commerce. 40 yet, although the association between mental distress, modernity and gastric disorder was long-standing, the basis of this connection had been understood in very different ways. In eighteenth-and nineteenth-century writings, it was morbid digestion that disrupted mind and character. The stomach developed tics and idiosyncrasies in response to bad meals and overeating, which in turn lowered the individual's mood or robbed them of nervous energy. 41 In the twentieth century, however, this understanding of the relationship between mind and stomach was reversed. digestive disturbances were no longer seen as the cause of psychological complaints but instead were seen as their outcome. Stress undermined digestion. It disrupted peristalsis causing digestive enzymes and hydrochloric acid to accumulate in the duodenum and stomach, respectively. This accumulation in turn generated a range of illnesses from gastritis to ulceration. Psychological equilibrium was now intimately connected to digestive health.
This presentation of the stomach as a barometer of psychological strain rested upon a complex set of manoeuvres. First, a series of practical interventions allowed the form and content of the stomach to be measured in different situations. From the end of the nineteenth century, a whole host of technologies had emerged-the stomach bucket and gastrograph, Ryle's 'gastro-investigative tube' , the X-ray and the fractional test meal-that together combined to reveal the occult workings of the stomach and render them quantifiable. 43 These new technologies did not demonstrate a straightforward correspondence between the actions of the stomach and the process of digestion. Experiments on patients with open fistulas and upon laboratory animals such as Pavlov's 'pouch dogs' (creatures with artificial pockets created along their digestive tracts for the collection of internal secretions) indicated that the production of pepsin and gastric acid did not simply correlate with episodes of feeding and digestion. 44 In most cases, the promise of food and its associated visual and olfactory cues would trigger a sequence in which peristalsis was initiated and digestive enzymes produced; however, in anxious or frightened animals, this process was disrupted. The Harvard physiologist, Walter Cannon, an early pioneer of psychosomatic approaches, noted that the production of gastric juice did not occur when frightened laboratory cats were offered food, but quickly returned on stroking. 45 The disparity between the stomach's actions and the animal's situation was explained by introducing another order of time. 46 The stomach was not simply responding to the external cues of offered food or threatened starvation; rather, it was rehearsing primitive responses to perceived threats. 47 As Walter Alvarez, author of the classic work, Nervous Indigestion (1930) noted, 'these nervous inhibitions, of little use to us today, are survivals from our cave-dwelling forebears whose lives at any moment might depend on the strength that could be withdrawn from the inner organs and concentrated in muscles needed for fighting or running away' . 48 This temporal disjuncture was heightened in those involved in transport work. In 1930, Harold dodds, a surgeon at the Royal Marsden Hospital, had written to the BMJ noting high rates of peptic ulceration in busworkers. 49 By 1935, Walter Langdon-Brown, the Regius Professor of Medicine at Cambridge, could claim that it is 'common knowledge that chauffeurs and omnibus drivers are especially liable to the condition [gastritis]' since 'the state of chronic tension induced by the traffic of London streets must also be a powerful agent' . This tension emerged because of the temporal disjuncture. It was a result of old time persisting in new bodies. As LangdonBrown explained: 'The autonomic nervous system … mobilises man for action, but under modern conditions the primitive reaction is repressed. Hence the steam of energy is spent internally' . 50 The stomach in combination with medical technologies thus enfolded different orders of time. It brought together the lived time of modernity and the ancestral time of evolution and in doing so, it opened up the possibility of a new form of critique. The legitimacy and acceptability of modern working practices could now be judged against the composure of the stomach. The artificial time of the worker's day was benchmarked against the natural rhythm of the digestive system. The validity of this political operation was underlined by a growing epidemiological literature that demonstrated the uneven distribution of gastric disturbances across age, class and occupation. 51 Epidemiological investigations correlated gastric disruption and social disruption within both the space of individual lives and across historical time. By the end of the 1930s, it was widely believed that the British population was undergoing a psychosomatic transition. older and more dramatic forms of psychological distress (such as hysteria) were being replaced by more subtle neuroses that manifested themselves in somatic form. Among these neuroses, the gastric disturbances loomed large. 52 How are historians to understand this transformation? At one level, it is of course tempting to overlook physiological questions and instead read these concerns in cultural terms. Certainly, it is possible to argue that rising concern over the increase in gastric disorder can be seen as a kind of self-fulfilling bodily prophecy or, to use Ian Hacking's phrase, a 'looping effect' . 53 It was an inter-war commonplace that the English had become a nation of 'stool collectors' and gastric obsessives. 54 Massive investment in adverts for stomach powders and laxatives in the 1920s and 1930s fostered this culture of concern.
55 This could have encouraged a 'new somatic mode of attention' in which more notice was paid to the movements of the stomach, its fleeting pains, the timing of defecation and the consistency of the excreta: a process which in turn would lead to the product of new bodily feelings. 56 However, while such readings are tempting, we should recognise the political costs of this cultural turn. 57 Reducing busman's stomach to a cultural epiphenomenon is a political intervention. Writing off such conditions as 'all in the mind' closes off specific pathways of remedial action and undermines the patients claim. diagnosis is a political action. 58 Recognising the complex origins of busman's stomach at the intersection of labour, belief, medicine and technological practice shows how it cannot easily be resolved into our familiar organising categories of nature and language. And indeed, it was busman's stomach disputed existence on the uneasy boundary between biology and culture that gave shape to the course and outcome of the Coronation Bus Strike. It was, to return to Saler and Bennett's arguments, a kind of magical object. Conjured out of insurance claims and new medical instruments, it brought together different orders of time to make possible a new kind of political action.
The politics of Busman's stomach
Busman's stomach first emerged at the centre of a number of competing claims around injury, illness and industrial compensation. In July 1931, J. R. Clynes, the Labour Home Secretary, requested that the Committee of Inquiry on Workmen's Compensation extend its investigation to cover the possible scheduling of carbon monoxide poisoning. 59 This was not a straightforward process. Carbon monoxide is an unstable entity and earlier governmental investigations had demonstrated the difficulty of assessing atmospheric carbon monoxide and carbon monoxide poisoning at low levels. 60 Moreover, the symptoms associated with poisoning were inconsistent. Called before the Committee, Ambrose Woodall, the Physician at Manor House (the Trade Union Congress Hospital), testified that busmen commonly suffered from a number of conditions that might be brought about by 'constant inhalation of small quantities of Co-debility, neurasthenia, cardio-vascular and gastric symptoms' . 61 Busmen, in particular, he argued, were more likely to present with gastritiswith the condition occurring in 34 per cent of patients compared to an average of 15 per cent in all other groups. The sheer multiplicity of symptoms and the lack of any objective measures meant that no illnesses could be attributed with any certainty to low-level carbon monoxide poisoning.
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The failure to connect carbon monoxide poisoning to digestive disturbances left gastritis as an orphaned symptom. Although the association between buswork and gastric illness seemed strong, the changes made visible through barium meals and insurance returns were robbed of their meaning. In the absence of reliable diagnostic tests that could demonstrate the origin of digestive disturbances in carbon monoxide poisoning, the disorder began to be seen in psychosomatic terms-as an index of the strain of modern working conditions. Following the publication of the Second Report on Workmen's Compensation, Bevin began to lobby for a new investigation into rates of gastritis in busworkers, encouraging Sir david Munro, the Secretary of the Industrial Health Research Board (IHRB), to reopen his discussions with Woodall. 63 Although he recognised that the attempt to schedule gastritis as a symptom of carbon monoxide poisoning had failed, Bevin argued that gastritis on its own could be seen as evidence of pathological strain and the irregularity of the busman's life. 64 Gastritis moved from being a symptom of gas poisoning to become an illness in its own right.
Although members of the IHRB were willing to concede that buswork might be a source of nervous strain, they were sceptical about the possibility that such strain could ever be quantified. 65 This position was widely held. Major Greenwood, perhaps the main promoter of a statistical approach to epidemiological investigation in inter-war Britain, complained that although it was obvious that city life had a pathological effect, the actual speed and stress of modern existence remained incalculable.
66 As Greenwood confessed: 'I do not myself know of any way in which the "strain" or "pace" of life in towns, or alternatively, of modern life … can be measured, one difficulty, being no doubt, that nobody has yet defined these things in an unambiguous way' . 67 Greenwood's solution would be supplied by the busmen's bodies in combination with the theoretical tools of two of his protégées at the London School of Tropical Hygiene and Medicine, the psychologist, Millais Culpin and the statistician, Austin Bradford Hill. 68 The IHRB consulted with each of them during their initial discussions into the possibility of an investigation. Both had long-standing relationships with the Board and both brought a particular set of methods and perspectives that together would make busman's stomach visible. Culpin had carried out a number of investigations for the IHRB into the relationship between work strain and physical reactions. 69 He claimed that seemingly neurotic conditions were better understood as forms of minor psychoses: psychological reactions held in place and sustained through a mixture of fear, stress, ambition and pecuniary interest. 70 In Culpin's writings, the concept of the dynamic unconscious worked to draw together a host of disparate complaints and turn them into symptoms of a single psychopathological condition.
Hill shared Greenwood's commitment to Karl Pearson's expansive vision of statistics and the conviction that old ideas of mechanical causality could be replaced with a broader conception of correlation 'between two occurrences embracing all relationships from absolute independence to complete dependence' . 71 Pearson had maintained a nominalist approach to these relationships, arguing that experimental phenomena should be seen as working abstractions that were lent credibility through their mathematical demonstration. 72 Greenwood and Hill shared this position, but this cautionary nominalism was lost in the political discussions that followed Hill's investigations. Indeed, statistics and psychology would become the instruments that materialised busman's stomach and granted it political force.
In March 1934, the Medical Research Council (MRC) Statistical Committee agreed that Hill should undertake a preliminary investigation into the incidence of gastritis in busmen, although it noted that such an investigation would be fraught with difficulty. Hill shared their scepticism, noting that the sickness records kept by the approved societies administering national health insurance in London transport workers were patchy and that it was difficult to imagine what kind of control group could be found. 73 Like Greenwood, he insisted that any attempt to develop a statistical measure of the strain of modern existence was doomed to failure, yet the net effect of his careful investigations was to turn the busman's body into an instrument that would display through its gastric pathologies the cumulative force of city life. This was never his intention. Hill had always maintained an agnostic position on the busmen's claims. 74 Indeed, he presented his investigation as a form of 'flapdoodle'-a test of the beliefs of union leaders rather than the prevalence of a disease. 75 He argued that the rates of digestive sickness recorded in the insurance records were the 'end result of many causes, the separate influences of which are not measurable' . 76 These causes included the particular demands of the work, the age of the workforce and rates of sickness benefit payable to employees as well as the folk beliefs about sickness held among the workers. 77 The sheer mass of confounding variables made the choice of control group difficult. Hill identified London Transport indoor staff, ASLEF and nUR members before deciding that the only reliable comparator for bus drivers would be tram drivers, since they shared the same employers, age profile and insurance scheme. 78 They presented a kind of natural experiment with the division of labour helping force workers into groups that could be used for comparative analysis. His choice was backed by TGWU representatives who claimed that it was common knowledge that tram drivers were somehow protected from the problems that confronted the busmen. 79 However, the busmen's representatives complained that while the tramworkers may have provided a good point of comparison in measuring the effects of carbon monoxide-since the trams were electric-they still faced the same problems of nervous strain that confronted the busmen.
Hill's preliminary figures, leaked from meetings between the MRC and representatives of the TGWU, suggested that there was a slightly higher incidence of gastric disorders in middle-aged bus drivers. In drivers aged between 40 and 49, 16.3 per cent of all days lost through sickness were attributed to digestive disturbances as against 13.5 per cent among tramwaymen in the same age group. 80 Although the proportional difference was small and despite the fact that Hill himself had scrupulously avoided speculation over possible aetiological mechanisms, the sheer fact that he had begun to abstract cases of gastritis and collapse them into a single category for comparison turned what had been a symptom in many different illnesses (ranging from peptic ulcer to influenza) into a single illness associated with a single occupation.
The TGWU and the RFM worked hard to connect the disorder, abstracted in the MRC's statistical investigations, to the conditions of modern labour. In december 1936, as Hill was completing his study, John Langdon davis, the science correspondent of the News Chronicle, published a scoop on the 'strange illness of London bus conductors' urging the public to have more sympathy with bad tempered ticket collectors since the strain of irregular meals and toilet breaks created a situation in which 'no human nerves can be expected to control either the gastric juices or the temper' . 81 Within the space of a few months of the leak, Hill's epidemiological analysis would find itself reworked into syndicalist pamphlets, parliamentary questions and folk protest songs. In April 1937, the RFM published London Busmen demand the right to live a little longer. They complained that that the tremendous strain imposed upon the health and nervous systems of the busmen was turning A1 men into C3 scraps.
82 drawing upon Hill's figures and the records held by the London General omnibus Company Employees Friendly Society, they argued that only 10 per cent of busmen reached retirement, with one-third being discharged due to ill health at an average age of 46 and 20 per cent dying in service. 83 The pamphlet sold over 250,000 copies. 84 Public awareness of the epidemiological costs of buswork was furthered through protest songs. Radically marrying morbidity statistics and folk music, the busmen composed a lament based upon Hill's figures to the tune of Clementine:
London busmen stick together This is your right to see it through For though buswork may be thrilling We can prove it's killing too only four men in a hundred Reach the age of sixty-five Whats the use of having a pension Unless you're still alive? 85 The busmen's argument rested upon the correlation of the health decline revealed in the Friendly Society statistics with the broader transformation of the worker's environment. It was an argument that exploited, and in some ways subverted, the paper culture of the LPTB administration. The steady decline of the busman's health was objectively demonstrated through reference to the company's personnel selection tests and the medical certificates demanded under the Metropolitan Police licensing scheme for drivers and Conductors. 86 Likewise the idea of a transformed environment, an idea that had been a familiar yet somewhat nebulous bugbear in patrician critiques of speed, could be traced in the annual reports produced by the LPTB and the Ministry of Transport, and in the vast armamentarium of technologies and schedules that the Board produced to regulate driver performance. 87 It could be shown that the 1932 agreement had brought about an increase in average driving speed (from 9.07 mph in 1928 to 10.42 in 1936-1937) while at the same time, traffic conditions became more intense: new model buses carried almost twice as many passengers and the density of recorded central London traffic more than doubled between 1919 and 1935. 88 The 1934 Road Traffic Act exacerbated these challenges through the introduction of traffic lights and pedestrian crossings. The stress of these changes, incarnated in the busman's body and the LPTB's papers, formed the basis of the busmen's claim for a seven-hour day.
Although the flesh and paper bases of the busman's claim for a seven-hour day appeared strong, it was difficult to implement in practice, given the difficulties of coordinating shift times and schedules. From the outset, Bevin persuaded members of the RFM to moderate their initial claim, arguing that actual duties would work out at only six hours under their scheme. 89 despite this concession, Ashfield and Pick refused to entertain the idea of any serious easement of the workers' conditions. 90 on 31 March, after four-and-a-half months of fruitless negotiation, the TGWU gave notice that it intended to suspend the 1932 agreement. The strike began on 1 May and met with 100 per cent support. Three days later, the Ministry of Labour ordered the formation of an Industrial Court of Inquiry: a form of tribunal that Bevin had successfully exploited during the 1920 docks dispute. 91 originally established during the First World War as a public forum through which the state could arbitrate trade disputes, in the 1937 Coronation dispute, the Industrial Court of Inquiry came to resemble a scientific commission. Medical experts from the IHRB and Manor House were called to give evidence on the existence of busman's stomach and its possible aetiology. despite the central role granted to scientific expertise, Greenwood and Hill remained sceptical about the meeting's potential, noting in private that 'A Court or Committee Enquiry, which commands the public confidence, as the phrase runs, is usually totally incompetent' . The only hope lay in obtaining 'a judge of the High Court as chairman, restrict membership to a physiologist, a physician, a statistician and a representative of the Government Actuary' 92 In the absence of this kind of expert tribunal, the Industrial Court of Inquiry was transformed into a contest between competing lay understandings of human nature and temporality. It can be seen, to borrow Bruno Latour's phrase, as a 'parliament of things': a forum in which the existence of certain objects was contested but which in turn found its actions and decisions shaped by those selfsame objects. 93 The Court of Inquiry was coordinated around the contest between two objects: the 1933 LPTB stockholder agreement and busman's stomach. 94 In the negotiations that had preceded the strike, Pick and Ashfield had claimed that their discretion over wages and timetabling was restricted by their need to pay a set annual dividend on B stock shares to the former owners of Underground Electric Railways and the London and Suburban Companies. 95 Failure to make these payments would lead to the removal of the directors and the appointment of receivers. Bevin sought to demonstrate that this constraint was illusory, arguing that the stockholder agreement could be renegotiated and that the rates of return had been artificially inflated by the concessions and profits won by the companies in the Speed Up agreement of 1932.
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Speed would serve a twofold role in Bevin's rhetoric. It undermined the objectivity of the stockholder agreement and underlined the reality of busman's stomach. At the same time, as it revealed the artificially inflated basis of the stockholder agreement, it demonstrated the exploitative origins of the busman's gastric conditions. Bevin achieved this by marrying the statistical and experimental evidence produced in the MRC investigations with new understandings of evolutionary temporality. He argued that the bus industry threw up unique problems in governance because even though working hours may be limited, those limited hours were experienced at increasing intensity. 97 This intensity, sustained through the discipline of the rule book, traffic circulars and rotas that appeared like 'Japanese writing shorthand' , combined with heavier and more complex traffic conditions to produce a new kind of individual. 98 As Bevin noted:
The physical reactions of the busmen are such that they have presented to us, the more rapid evolution [sic] a complicated reaction that has made the men themselves different from the men found in other industries, different in the sense that it has produced a pathology all of its own. The regime of buswork imposed by the LPTB schedules was presented in Bevin's rhetoric as a kind of evolutionary experiment. Busman's stomach demonstrated that that experiment had failed. In Bevin's evolutionary arguments, busman's stomach served as a pathological metric, demonstrating the tension between natural and industrial time. yet, the object was inherently unstable. Sustained, as it was, by a framework of interlocking theories and technologies, the phenomenon could always be unpicked in an adversarial setting by undermining the accuracy of specific techniques or by positing alternative causes for the phenomenon. In his opening statements, Bevin admitted that he remained agnostic as to the precise mechanism that lay behind the disorder: 'I have no prejudged opinion whether it is intensification, or the type of food, or whether it is eating food too quickly, or whether it is the irregularity of habits, I am not a doctor, but one has to investigate a good many of these things in conjunction with experts and it may be a simple remedy for it may be found if you can get a cause' .
101 At the same time, he did not doubt the reality of the condition, using the worker's everyday experience of gastric sickness to trump any evidence produced in the board's statistical investigations. 'I do not think I am exaggerating when I say that my members who are employed on buses and other vehicles in London are extraordinarily good customers of patent medicine merchants. They get this flatulence and gastric troubles and they try to ease it and I do not think they are getting good results for their money because you are not touching the seat of the problem' . 102 despite his contempt for the Board's statistical approach, Bevin drew upon actuarial work comparing rates of sickness among members of the Licensed Vehicles Workers Sick Benefit Club with the averages produced by the more general membership of the Manchester Unity.
103 At the same time, medical witnesses including Ambrose Woodall (of Manor House) and Hyacinth Morgan, Medical Adviser to the TUC, testified to the reality of the condition. Woodall argued for the objective basis of the disorder on clinical grounds, explaining that at Manor House 'we submit the patients to fractional test meals, to x ray examinations, and to examination of the stool to make certain, as far as possible, that the condition is either a gastric or duodenal ulcer' .
104 Morgan pursued the statistical argument, noting his own studies of admissions which he linked through guarded references to Hill's investigation. In his cross-examination of their arguments, Pick sought to demonstrate that the illness was an artefact: a fabrication created through the division of clinical labour in medical inspections and sustained as collective fantasy among the men.
105 Thus, he acknowledged that 'this widespread gastric trouble matter had been much discussed among the men for some number of years' but argued that 'talking about a particular class of a disease rather encourages the symptoms of that disease' . 106 despite Pick's efforts, the Court did not dismiss busman's stomach. Although they rejected the old arguments around Co poisoning and the effects of vibration, the Inquiry's chairman, John Forster, acknowledged, the apparent increase in nervous tension. He echoed Bevin's evolutionary concerns, stating that the Board was 'engaged upon making a biological and mechanistic rhythm harmonise and that must necessarily set up a strain in the human body and mind' . 107 However, it was difficult to assess the effects of such strain. He noted the IHRB inquiry into busman's stomach but suggested that this needed to be supplemented by additional work on the illness's causation. 108 A new committee was convened under Forster's chairmanship, comprising representatives of the MRC (including Bradford Hill), the LPTB and the TGWU. The moral struggle that lay behind the busmen's claim was transformed into a technical debate over the methods of statistical inquiry.
109
In the wake of this inconclusive inquiry, the union executive's attempts to reach a settlement with the LPTB were repeatedly rejected by the busmen's delegate conferences. 110 Faced by this recalcitrance, Bevin and the General Executive Committee took direct control of the dispute. on 25 May, they decided to revoke the powers of the Central Bus Council, ordering the men back to work the next day.
111 on 7 June, members of the Bus Section were informed that the powers of their Central Committee, district Committees and delegate Conferences had been suspended, pending an investigation into the role of unofficial movements. 112 Five days later, Papworth, Payne and Jones were formally expelled from the union and their colleagues in the Rank and File organising committee were debarred from holding office for two years.
113 on 15 June, Bevin sent out a circular to all members of the London Bus Section detailing the modest gains of the new agreement.
114 Eight months later, encouraged by the maverick politician, William J. Brown, Bill Payne along with 10 of the 150 branch officers, joined the breakaway national Passenger Workers Union. 115 Although the Coronation Strike ended in disarray and recrimination, it still served to change the grounds of industrial debate. Busman's stomach and the model of social justice that it sustained now entered the popular imagination. Patent medicines and political programmes all referenced the condition.
116 Left-wing papers, such as Reynolds News, carried human interest stories describing the plight of busmen's wives, seduced by the glamour of uniform only to find themselves nursing nervous wrecks. 117 The Daily Sketch and The Times which had consistently editorialised against the busworkers as a disruptive and radical menace conceded that the 'human considerations must take precedence of financial cost if it is to be found that health is injured by nervous strain and physical wear and tear of driving to timetable through London's crowded thoroughfares. ' 118 The Spectator concurred, acknowledging the reasonableness of the busmen's case and demanding the repeal of the London Passenger Transport Act if the workers' health continued to be sacrificed to shareholder demand. 119 during the dispute, the London Passenger Board was inundated with letters from members of the public protesting the injury to the busman's health. 120 In February 1938, the socialist Unity Theatre company returned to the Coronation Strike for its first 'Living newspaper' production. directed by John Allan and scripted by the young communist Montagu Slater, the play mixed techniques drawn from American documentary theatre, Mass observation, Soviet realism and German expressionist ballet in its attempt to capture the pathological effects of modernity on individual health. 121 Statistics of increased industrial production were projected onto a stage screen, while spotlights picked out the figures of sick and broken busmen. The loudspeaker's narration of the successes of amalgamation and occupational acceleration was interrupted by the plaintive monologues of the drivers describing their nervous collapse. Modern driving, they protested, 'Was like trying to sleep in a Wurlitzer factory' . The play, as Robin Jardine informed readers of the New Left Review, was a clear demonstration of the high cost of 'savings squeezed out of over-wrought nerves, out of ulcerated stomachs, out of men made old before their time so that only one man in 11 reaches the age of 65' . 122 The play reflected the strained temporality of modern buswork by abandoning conventional staging to compress 18 scenes, ranging from nunhead to Westminster, into an hour-long production. Likewise, it reflected the union's commitment to the materiality of the busmen's complaints. As the writers explained, 'Every emphasis was laid throughout on the reality of the theme' with fragments from Court of Inquiry and widely reported deathbed speeches taking on a new life as public entertainment.
123
The shifting meaning of gastritis-from a sign of gas poisoning to symptom of exploitation and inequality-was confirmed by the communist biologist, JBS Haldane. 124 Writing in the Daily Worker in 1939, Haldane noted that 'The commonest cause of gastritis-that is to say an inflamed and irritable stomach-is worry and anxiety. It is particularly common among busmen and travelling salesmen. I had it for fifteen years until I read Lenin and other writers, who showed me what was wrong with our society and how to cure it. Since then I have needed no magnesia' . Although he warned his readers that serious stomach pains should always be investigated by a qualified doctor, the typical GP would probably just recommend laxatives or antacids, whereas, he added 'the Daily Worker may effect a permanent cure' . 125 At the start of this paper, I noted how historians have described the twentieth century as a period of re-enchantment. In Haldane's attempt to restore gastric equilibrium through a programme of political education, I think we can see a kind of magic at work. Alongside the sorcery that blended together political belief and physiological transformation, we can recognise in this history the ways in which new objects are conjured into the world. In the mundane administration of sickness club claims and annuity returns, we see a process which inverts Marx and Engels's dictum that 'all that's solid melts to air' . Here, fleeting experiences and accidents were being magicked into concrete objects. And these objects had the power the change the world. As the Forster Inquiry demonstrated, the magic of these objects only became effective once the complex labour that underwrote their construction-the harnessing of clinical technique, psychological argument, statistical methods and models of temporality-was obscured.
In the end, busman's stomach would provide an unstable foundation for political argument. When Forster's new committee reached its conclusion in 1939, gastritis was no longer seen as an index of modernity, but rather as a product of a particular kind of personality.
126
It was a conclusion that Hill's colleague, Millais Culpin had been advancing since the beginning of the inquiry. 127 A second MRC investigation, conducted by L G. norman into the role of occupational factors in the aetiology of peptic ulceration 1951, revealed little difference in ulceration rates between professions, but instead suggested that buswork might instead attract a particular type of stress-prone personality-'the driving character' . 128 Busman's stomach was transformed from an illness of labour conditions to become instead a psychological characteristic. In the post-war era, the busman's claim for social justice would find itself transmuted into a case for individual therapy. 
